Study of the local atomic strain field in a Zr-doped TiAl intermetallic alloy by EXAFS and ab initio FLAPW calculations.
The mechanical properties of gamma-TiAl-based intermetallic alloys are strongly influenced by Ti d-Ti d and Al p-Ti d hybridizations. These directional bonds supply good mechanical properties at high temperature but they are also associated with a low ductility at room temperature. Small amounts (about 3%) of additional elements can improve this behaviour noticeably and modify the mechanical properties. In the present case, the addition of zirconium in the gamma-TiAl-based alloys has been reported to increase their ductility at low temperature. Beyond the modifications of the directional bonds which come directly from the band structure, the different atomic volumes of the solute atoms induce local deformation fields which interact with the dislocations. We present ab initio calculations (FLAPW method) compared with an EXAFS study which the aim is to determine the site preference of zirconium in the TiAl lattice and the deformation fields around the solute atoms.